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the

legislative antipolygamy campaign
richarda D poll
richard

orma linford has pointed out are the
presumptions
balancing blocks in striking a balance between majority rule and
minority rights between liberty and order between established social
rules and religious freedom two interrelated presumptions underlay
the nineteenth century campaign against mormon plural marriage
that is reviewed in this essay the first was that an institution so
repugnant to conventional christian values as polygamy could
not qualify as an exercise of religion presumptively entitled to
protection under the first amendment the second was that mormon
plural marriage whatever its practitioners might believe or say about
it was an overt act against peace and good order jeffersons phrase
and therefore ineligible for constitutional protection these presumptions linford notes eventually paved the way for any kind of action
congress desired to take she might have included acts by several
territorial and state legislatures and added that the same presumptions
led the federal courts to sustain almost all such measure
measures
measuresisi
the legislative campaign against mormon plural marriage began
in congress a few weeks before the new republican party took official
cognizance of the twin relics of barbarism in its 1856 platform it
continued for almost forty years with idaho nevada and arizona
joining the campaign toward the last A mixture of political and
moralistic considerations motivated each phase of the undertaking
from the linking of polygamy with slavery in the early efforts to
domestic institutions
assert congressional authority over the
of the territories to the coupling of plural marriage and theocratic
despotism in the later efforts to establish non mormon control of
the government of utah territory the latter pairing was often labeled
the mormon question 2
the distinction of introducing the first antipolygamy measure
belongs to edwin ball an ohio republican who on 14 april 1856
1
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asked the unanimous consent of the house of representatives to offer
this resolution
resolved that the committee on the judiciary be instructed to
inquire into the propriety of the enactment by congress of a law
prohibiting under appropriate penalties any person who may have
been married and who at the time may have a husband or wife living
intermarrying or cohabiting with another within any of the
from intermarrying
territory of the united states anything in any law regulation or usage
in such territory to the contrary notwithstanding and if the said
committee shall deem such regulation expedient that they shall prepare
and report to this house a bill to that effect with as little delay as may
convenient
be conven
dent
hent

3

objection being made ball moved to suspend the rules so
that the proposition could be received but the solid republican
contingent augmented by only a handful of americans know
nothings and democrats failed to give the motion the necessary
two thirds majority and it died
the first antipolygamy bill was introduced in the house in the
preflection
pre election session republican justin S morrill representative
same preelection
and afterwards senator from vermont and a man remembered by
mormons
cormons as a leader in the campaign for a monogamous america
reported the measure from the committee on the territories on
26
26june
june 1856 his remarks on that occasion struck the keynote of most
later arguments for congressional action against the marital practices
of the latter day saints
so great is the necessity for some decisive legislation if there are any
didjefferson at the time louisiana
who hesitate I1 would say to them as did jefferson
was acquired that they should throw themselves on their country
casting behind them metaphysical subtilties and risking themselves
like faithful servants
there is no purpose to interfere with the most absolute freedom of
religion nor to intermeddle with the rights of conscience but the sole
design is to punish gross offenses whether in secular or ecclesiastical garb
to prevent practices which outrage the moral sense of the civilized world
and to reach even those who steal the livery of the court of heaven
to serve the devil in 4

the

bill provided that any person or persons in the territory
of the united states who being married should intermarry
with
or cohabit with or live with any person or persons as
partners acknowledging the conjugal relation the former husband or
wife being still living was to be punished by a fine of five hundred
dollars and two to five years in prison 5 noteworthy is the distinction
between open polygamy and surreptitious bigamy and cohabitation
a distinction made in almost all subsequent legislation designed for

utah
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morrill bill never came up for debate in a congress more
interested in the turmoil in kansas and the forthcoming presidential
contest it did receive attention in utah however where brigham young
suggested with oratorical embellishments the course that latter day
saints intended to follow if such laws were passed
polygamy they are unconstitutionally striving to prevent when they will
accomplish their object is not for me to say
how will they get rid
of this awful evil in utah they will have to expend about three
hundred millions of dollars for building a prison for we must all go into
prison and after they have expended that amount for a prison and
roofed it over from the summit of the rocky mountains to the summit of
the sierra nevada we will dig out and go preaching through the world 6

the utah expedition

kept the mormon question before the
thirty fifth congress but again the demand for antipolygamy
legislation was insufficient to produce results representative morrill
reintroduced his bill in january 1858 but it died in committee 7
when indiana representative schuyler colfax sought to amend an
appropriation bill to repeal all laws of utah authorizing or tolerating
polygamy or the collection of tithes for the benefit or maintenance
of any religious organization he was ruled out of order 8
with the termination of the utah war the demand for action
mormons declined momentarily
relative to the customs of the cormons
but journalistic and official reports about the passive sabotage of
judicial proceedings in the territory were ammunition for republican
reformers and morrill was back with his legislation early in 1860 it
was insured of some attention by the adoption of pennsylvanian
thaddeus stevenss resolution instructing the committee on the
judiciary to inquire into the expediency of prohibiting polygamy
in the territories and so to modify the laws of utah as to make the
future commission of that offense penal 9
the bill recommended by the committee contained a preamble
that denounced plural marriage as an abomination in a christian
country and rejected the mormon claim that it was a religious rite
section 1 offered substantially the same definition and punishment
of polygamy as were found in the earlier morrill bills section 2
disapproved and annulled all acts of the legislatures of the state
of deseret and utah territory that incorporated the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints and all other acts which establish
support maintain shield or countenance polygamy 10 the committee
report reasserted the barbaric nature of polygamy declared that
the first amendment was intended to protect only christian belief
and practices and placed this expansive interpretation upon the
authority of the national government over the territories of the
united states it is competent for congress to declare any act
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criminal which is not sanctioned or authorized by the provisions of

the constitution 11
no one in the house of representatives except william H hooper
utahs delegate was willing to disagree with the censure of polygamy
but there was no such unanimity on the question of congressional
powers in relation to the practice the bill was warmly debated the
discussion colored throughout by the slavery question and strong
sectionalism the outcome however demonstrated that anti mormon
sentiment was sufficiently strong to override proslavery objections
and the argument that the measure would be futile fifty seven
democrats three know nothings and only one republican opposed
final passagej2
passage 12
delegate hooper was heard briefly before the voting his statement was strikingly prophetic of the results that the antipolygamy
proposal did bring when finally enacted two years later
beg all to hear me say then upon my honor as a gentleman that
the passage of this bill will not be unacceptable to the extreme advocates
of polygamy in the territory of utah it will entitle them to accuse
luke warmness and disaffection to the common cause all those who
of lukewarmness
hesitate to defend it as an institution sir it will unite us all in
opposition to the unjust pretensions of the national government to put
force 13
it down by gorce
I
1

the house bill was favorably reported from the senate committee
on the judiciary but it was still untouched on the calendar when
the second session of the thirty sixth congress came to an end the
day before abraham lincoln was inaugurated and a month before
eort sumter fell
fort
As might be expected the months that witnessed the beginning
of the civil war saw the mormon question pushed into the background but the republicans controlled the new congress and
their obligation to the other twin relic could not be indefinitely
Mor
forgotten gorrills
morrills
rills bill was reintroduced on 8 april 1862 reported
favorably by the committee on the territories and passed without
debate or roll call twenty days later 14 it came out of the senate
committee on the judiciary on 8 may with amendments and a
recommendation that it pass
the change proposed in section 1 would delete reference to
punishing cohabitation without marriage because as delaware
senator james A bayard later explained for the committee
it
would be of no utility to carry the act beyond the evil intended
to be remedied 15 section 2 was left unchanged disapproving and
annulling the charter of the LDS church and all other acts of the
utah legislative assembly that abetted polygamy A third section
was added the purpose of which was declared by bayard to be
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19

entire
theentire
to operate in the nature of a mortmain law to prevent the
property of that territory being accumulated in perpetuity in the
hands of a species of theological institutions
it provided that
no corporation or association for religious or charitable purposes
in a territory could hold real property in excess of one hundred
thousand dollars all property above this amount to escheat to the
united states 16
the senate debate was perfunctory james A mcdougall of
mormons at a
california questioned the prudence of aro
arousing
using the cormons
time when secure overland communications were vital to the union
cause but only he and his colleague milton S latham cast negative
votes when thirty seven senators voted to accept the committee
recommendations after lowering the limitation on real property
holdings to fifty thousand dollars the house concurred in the senate
amendments without debate 17
A mormon legend to the contrary notwithstanding president
lincoln signed the morrill act on 1 july 1862 it is memorable as an
initial step a foundation for later congressional action for its
provisions doomed it to failure section 1I defined the crime of bigamy
as the act of marrying one or more persons while already having a
living husband or wife and prescribed a fine of not more than
five hundred dollars and imprisonment for not more than five
mormons soon demonstrated that as long
years as the penalty the cormons
as enforcement was left to them the act would be ignored as an
unconstitutional infringement upon their religion 18 not until the
enactment of the edmunds act in 1882 were more than a handful of
polygamy cases successfully prosecuted
section 2 professed to revoke the charter of the mormon church
and repeal other territorial laws but it was rendered innocuous by the
proviso that this act shall be so limited and construed as not to affect
or interfere with the rights of property legally acquired under the
ordinance
nor with the right to worship god according to the
dictates of conscience
section 3 set a fifty thousand dollar limit on the real property
of any religious association in the territories but the exemption
of vested rights in real estate necessary to avoid the constitutional
ban on ex post facto legislation weakened the force of this provision
it was ignored in utah until the passage of the edmunds tucker act
of 1887
sporadic efforts by territorial judges to enforce the antibigamy
anti bigamy
law came to nothing during the civil war years president lincoln
being dis inclined to risk trouble in utah only when the issues
of southern reconstruction brought a new tone and new leaders
mormons again receive congressional
to national politics did the cormons
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construction of the transcontinental railroad the
expansion of western gold and silver mining and the development
God beite moveof organized anti mormon politics in utah with the godbeite
ment and the liberal party all influenced the postwar approaches
to the remaining twin relic
As early as 1866 the house committee on the territories held
hearings on utah affairs but was able to propose no practical
solution of the abuses and evils believed to exist neither establishment of a military government nor division of the territory among
its neighbors seemed to answer the mormon question 19 senator
benjamin FE wade s plan for placing all executive judicial and
militia activities under the direct control of the governor and stripping
the mormon church of its temporal authority got nowhere but it
pointed the way for future laws 20
A novel proposal was made in 1869 by indiana republican
george W julian to discourage polygamy in utah by granting the
right of suffrage to the women of that territory 21 it died in a
committee of the house that it was conceived in a false notion
about utah women became plain later in 1869 when the territorial
legislature passed a women s suffrage law the effect of which was
to increase the voting strength of the church dominated people s

attention

party
A commoner type of proposal during the years 1869 74 followed
the earlier wade bill and used some of the lessons being learned

about political reconstruction in the south the cullom bill named
for another long
time foe of the twin relic illinois republican
longtime
shelby M cullom came from the house committee on the territories
in february 1870 A hodgepodge of thirty four sections it called
for the appointment of all probate judges justices of the peace
notaries
judges of elections notarides
not aries public and sheriffs by the territorial
governor reduced the probate courts jurisdiction placed the
selection of jury panels in the hands of federal appointees prescribed
penalties for cohabitation and adultery as well as bigamy and
polygamy barred believers in plural marriage from jury service
in polygamy and cohabitation trials exempted polygamy and related
offenses from the statute of limitations permitted wives to testify
against their husbands as to the fact of polygamous marriage
excluded polygamists from naturalization voting or holding public
office permitted confiscation of polygamists property to care for
when in his
their dependents and authorized the president
or the convicjudgment it shall be necessary to enforce the laws
tions and sentences of the courts thereof to send such a portion
of the army of the united states to said territory as shall be required
therefor 22
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york republican hamilton wards defense of the bill
new mork
echoed the spirit of the times
the signs of a sickly sentimentality
which proposes to punish nobody which proposes to hang nobody
which proposes to let all the unchained passions of the human heart
become free to prey upon mankind
had you hung one hundred
traitors you would not have had rebellion in north carolina and
tennessee today had you enforced the laws of the country against utah
years ago you would not have had this terrible power confronting you
at this moment 23
I1 am sorry to see in this country

the

opposition mustered some of the same arguments that
were used without too great effect against the reconstruction acts
and the force acts several of the more drastic provisions were
eliminated including the arbitrary use of the army before the
bill passed the house A motion to recommit which would have
killed the bill without placing on the killers the onus of pro
mormonism was narrowly defeated republicans comprising almost
the entire voting majority that saved the bill A fourth of the
representatives abstained on this key vote and only nine members
from the states of the former confederacy all radical republicans
voted to pass the cullom bill 24 this pattern was to be repeated
in subsequent voting on antipolygamy measures not because democrats
and southerners were more favorable to mormonism than their
political opposites but because the alignment on post civil war
reconstruction inevitably influenced the consideration of similar
measures for

utah

the cullom

bill died in the senate partly because of reports
that a liberal movement among the saints would undermine the
theocracy if external pressure were withheld the godbeite
God beite movement
disappointed these hopes but the excessive zeal of utah chief
justice james B mckean generated sufficient embarrassment for
the grant administration to briefly reduce the pressure for new utah
legislation
despite later efforts to secure comprehensive reconstruction
Freylinghuysen bill of 1873 25 the only statutory
measures as in the freylinghuysen
product of the grant era was the poland act of 1874 which sharply
curtailed the jurisdiction of the mormon held probate courts and
changed the method of im paneling juries to facilitate convictions
under the morrill act 26 A significant feature of this clearly republican
measure was language expediting appeal of convictions for polygamy
to the US supreme court under this provision brigham youngs
secretary george reynolds was prosecuted in a test case and in
january 1879 the court moved the antipolygamy campaign into a new
phase by sustaining the constitutionality of the 1862 law 27
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gist of the

courts unanimous decision

follows

by the first amendment congress was deprived of all legislative power
over mere opinion but was left free to reach actions which were in
violation of social duties or subversive of good order
polygamy has always been odious among the northern and western
and there never has been a time in any state of
nations of europe
offense against society
the union when polygamy has not been an offence
cognizable by the civil courts
in the face of all this evidence it is
impossible to believe that the constitutional guaranty of religious
freedom was intended to prohibit legislation in respect to this most
important feature of social life
this being so the only question which remains is whether those
who make polygamy a part of their religion are excepted from the
operation of the statute if they are then those who do not make
polygamy a part of their religious belief may be found guilty and
punished while those who do must be acquitted and go free this
would be introducing a new element into criminal law 28

these findings in the first supreme court decision arising from
the religion clauses of the first amendment have been eroded
since in cases involving jehovahs
hs witnesses and other conscientious
Jehova
objectors but in 1879 they settled the issue of constitutionality
insofar as the opponents of polygamy were concerned As for the
stubborn defenders of that practice their decade of civil disobedience
remembered in mormon lore under the captions crusade and
underground
brought them and their church the pains and
penalties that legislators would shortly devise and courts would
almost uniformly sustain 29
the reynolds decision touched off considerable nationwide
agitation while the liberal party and its feminine auxiliary the
ladies antipolygamy
anti polygamy society were responsible for much of the
excitement aroused moral sensibilities prompted calls for action from
all parts of the country when the mormon reaction to the decision
became known sustain plural marriage and take the consequences
president hayes addressed the issue in his 1 december 1879 state
of the union message
9

if necessary to

secure obedience to the law the enjoyment and
exercise of the rights and privileges of citizenship in the territories
of the united states may be withheld or withdrawn from those who
law 30
violate or oppose the enforcement of the jaw

when presidents garfield and arthur continued to press for
action it is not surprising that the first session of the forty seventh
congress which met from december 1881 to august 1882 saw
no less than twenty three bills and constitutional amendments
on polygamy introduced along with other proposals and stacks
of petitions on the mormon question 31 the edmunds act the
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single law that emerged from this plethora bears the stamp of the
reconstruction era in terms and sponsorship As finally signed on
22 march 1882 it contained nine sections most of them designed
to expedite polygamy prosecutions by defining a new offense
cohabiting with more than one woman and barring believers in
plural marriage from jury service in such cases section 8 prohibited
polygamists and their spouses from voting or holding selective or
appointive office in any territory without requiring conviction of
law violation section 9 abolished the election machinery in utah
and the conduct of
territory and placed the registration of votersand
voterssand
voter
elections under a commission of five persons to be appointed by the
president with the advice and consent of the senate 32
the doctrine of absolute congressional authority over the territories
E edmunds and other
was relied on by vermont senator george F
advocates of the bill chief opposition came from southern senators
who argued that this republican view had brought war and ruin to
the south and promised to do the same for utah in both houses of
congress opposition came exclusively from democrats many of
whom charged that sections 8 and 9 were intended to transfer the
political power of this territory to the republican party a party
33 the bill passed the senate
which has 1500 votes out of 15000 33the
without a record vote after the democratic motion to recommit
failed in the house of representatives the measure was approved
decisively all but five of the nay votes came from below the
mason dixon line 34
it is clear that national political considerations influenced the
enactment and enforcement of the edmunds act both in utah and
in washington eventually utah would become a state whose allegiance
was worth courting developments in the 1880s suggest that the
republican strategy was to bring such pressure against the mormon
church as an institution that power would pass into the hands of
mormons who would yield on polygamy to relieve the pressure
pragmatic cormons
and achieve statehood while the democrats tried to hold the support
of utahs mormon majority by a milder policy of law enforcement 35
the utah commission originally three republicans and two
democrats arrived in salt lake city in 1882 and went vigorously to
work its set of new election regulations included the registration
requirement of an oath of nonpolygamous
non
polygamous
status three years later
the supreme court held that the oath exceeded the commissions
36but
authority 36
but meanwhile it had been used in barring an estimated
twelve thousand polygamists alleged polygamists and their wives
from the polls this reduced people s party majorities in utah but
produced no liberal party victories outside the small gentile mining
and railroad towns 37
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hardly had the judicial crusade been launched which
cormons of polygamy or unlawful
would convict thirteen hundred mormons
cohabitation and send hundreds of others into hiding before more
antipolygamy proposals appeared president arthur called for congress
to assume entire political control of utah and the 1884 republican
platform called for the use of military force if necessary to suppress
polygamy and mormon theocratic power the election however was
a democratic victory and the pressure for legislation was temporarily
relieved
while president cleveland did not ignore the mormon question
his view of the subject was more restrained than that of his
predecessors he recalled governor EH
eli H murray in march 1886
eil
for impeding the government of utah and he refused to sign
the edmunds tucker act a year later beginning in 1887 the utah
commission was divided in its recommendations those members
who denied the need for new legislation being all democrats the
new district attorney and district judge appointed in the latter
Clevelands first administration took such a conciliatory
clevelandsr
part of clevelands
view that many polygamists voluntarily surrendered declared their
guilt pledged future compliance with the law and were given
very light sentences although president harrison restored the
zealous judge charles S zane in 1889 the judicial crusade never
zealousjudge
regained its former momentum 38
meanwhile congress worked intermittently under senator
edmundso
edmundss
ss leadership to produce the last major piece of legislation on
Edmund
polygamy and related utah issues the vermont senators first proposal
to amend the 1882 antipolygamy statute was introduced before that
year ended but it died on the calendar 39 an expanded measure
made its way to senate passage in 1884 the opposition southern
democrats receiving some help from senators like massachusetts
senator george FE hoar who objected to the provision that would
eliminate female suffrage in utah more than a third of the senate
did not participate in the final vote for passage and the house went
off to the elections without considering the measure 40
the forty ninth congress 1885 86 witnessed the initial committee
sponsorship of a proposal to amend the constitution to ban polygamy
speaking for the house committee on the judiciary virginian
john randolph tucker urged passage on the ground that the evils
of the mormon system are deeper than can be cured by ordinary
legislation apparently congressmen were of the opinion however
that there was still latitude under the existing constitution for the
resolution expired on the calendar 41 instead tucker cooperated with
senator edmunds to produce the last major statute dealing with the

mormon question
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the edmunds tucker act

an extraordinary composite of moral
social and political reform legislation became law on 3 march 1887
most of its twenty seven sections sought to facilitate conviction of
polygamists by permitting exceptions to standard judicial and law
enforcement procedures spouses were permitted to testify against
their mates witnesses could be attached without previous subpoena
illegitimate children born more than twelve months after the
passage of this act were not entitled to inherit property from their
fathers all marriages must be publicly recorded and prosecutions
for adultery incest and fornication could be initiated by law enforcement officials the right of dower abolished by utah statute to
protect plural wives was reinstated like the provision concerning
childrens inheritances it was intended to place polygamous relationships outside the pale of the law
several major sections looked beyond mormon marital practices
to the temporal interests and institutional solidarity of the LDS church
1

2

the church the perpetual emigrating fund company

and
the nauvoo legion utah militia were all abolished as
corporate entities and all property held by them in excess
of the 50000 limit set by the 1862 morrill act was declared
es cheated to the united states to be administered by
the territorial supreme court for the schools of utah
under these provisions which exempted houses of worship
personages and cemeteries over 800000 worth of real and
parsonages
personal property was soon under federal management
female voting was abolished over the objections of a few
congressional friends of the national womens suffrage
movement and a comprehensive test oath was prescribed to
eliminate polygamists from voting office holding or jury
service

3

4

all judicial

law enforcement and militia powers in utah
were vested in federal appointees the now permanent utah
commission governor territorial district and supreme
courts US marshal and local officials answerable to them
even the probate judges whose duties were now reduced
to handling estates and presiding over county commissions
were made appointive by the president with the endorsement

of the senate
direct responsibility for the schools was placed on the
territorial supreme court in an effort to promote a public
educational system free from mormon influences

42

it will be observed that most of the proposals of the cullom bill
of 1870 had thus finally become law evidence of the state of national
opinion was the recognition by opponents of this comprehensive
measure that theirs was a lost cause softness toward mormonism was
as politically inexpedient as is softness toward communism in the
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present generation and partisan division in congress is reflected only
in the fact that such opposition as there was to the edmunds tucker
act came from the democratic side 43
the federal antipolygamy statutes applied to all of the territories
and efforts to prosecute violators were pressed sporadically in idaho
and arizona where substantial mormon communities existed in the
1870s and 1880s most of the local sponsorship for such efforts
came from republicans like idahos fred T dubois whose primary
target was the political solidarity and democratic leanings of the
saints evidence of this concern was the adoption by both territorial
legislatures of test oaths banning all members of the mormon church
from voting office holding and serving on juries the idaho statute
adopted in 1885 dis franchised every member of any
organizawhich teaches
its members
tion
to commit the crime
as a duty arising or resulting from
of bigamy or polygamy
membership 44
mormons
A comparable law was passed in arizona in 1885
1883 but cormons
bitted to do so and to vote
who were willing to take the oath were permitted
per m itted
the law was repealed two years later nevadas 1887 ban on voting by
ofjesus christ of latter day
anyone who is a member of the church ofjesus
saints commonly called the mormon church was part of a political
maneuver to annex part of idaho territory A year later the nevada
supreme court found it violative of the state constitution 45
on the other hand the idaho test oath was vigorously enforced
to disfranchise the latter day saints in several elections the ban
on mormon voting was then incorporated in the first idaho state
constitution 1890 the US congress finding the provision acceptable
after heatedly debating the matter since the woodruff manifesto did
mormons
Mormons the state
not immediately end bloc voting by idahos cormons
legislature then changed the language of the test oath to disqualify
members of any organization which teaches or has taught
patriarchal or celestial marriage this apparently ex post facto law
was upheld by the idaho supreme court but the has taught
language was repealed shortly afterward when it became clear that
mormons
Mormons like their utah contemporaries were no longer
idaho cormons
bloc voting the idaho constitution still dis
disfranchises believers in
disfranchiser
franchises
patriarchal or celestial marriage but the interpretation since an
idaho supreme court decision in 1908 has been that only the practice
of polygamy in this world is meant by the language 46
if congress and state courts had little difficulty justifying the
antipolygamy and associated anti mormon statutes of the 1880s the
united states supreme court proved equally capable of adjusting the
first amendment to the temper of the times the prohibition of
unlawful cohabitation was upheld in 1885 47 and a utah court ruling
I
1
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that no sexual intercourse need be proved to establish guilt was
which
sustained 48 the doctrine of constructive cohabitation
predicated guilt on any acknowledgment of ai marital tie by word
or act was found constitutional in 1886 49 only the ingenious
segregation doctrine under which lorenzo snow and others were
sentenced to several consecutive terms of six months for being found
guilty of unlawful cohabitation at several past intervals of time was
overruled 50
50the
the escheatment of mormon church property was upheld
in 1890 51 and even the idaho test oath survived a court challenge 52
increasing the likelihood that a similar congressional requirement for
utah voters if enacted would be found constitutional 53
cormons that discretion
by now it had become apparent to many mormons
must be the better part of valor not only was the property of the
church being taken into custody but one utah judge was refusing to
naturalize any LDS immigrants on the ground that they belonged to
a subversive organization the republican platform of 1888 called for
further laws to divorce the political from the ecclesiastical power
and thus stamp out the attendant wickedness of polygamy 54 and
president harrisons appointments for utah betokened an increase
in the pressure on the saints when in the spring of 1890 the
cullom struble bill proposed to apply an idaho style test oath
to utah something had to give the measure which bore the
names of now senator shelby M cullom of illinois and representative
isaac R struble of iowa did not reach debate in either house of
congress 55 but it was one of the factors that made 1890 the decisive
year in the history of mormon polygamy and the campaign by the
I
1

5

federal government for its abolition
the woodruff manifesto of 25 september 1890 by which the
president of the LDS church announced his intention to comply with
the law of the land and advised the saints to do the same is complex
and ambiguous in its causes meaning and consequences it did
relieve the pressure for further antipolygamy legislation but it did not
prevent congress from requiring that utahs state constitution contain
a guarantee of separation of church and state and a proviso that
polygamous or plural marriages are forever prohibited 56
neither the proviso and implementing statutes nor sporadic
efforts at enforcement nor the dogmatic stand against polygamy that
the mormon church adopted early in the twentieth century has
prevented a small segment of latter day saints from responding to
the same rationale that brought perhaps 25 percent of their forebears
into polygamous families during the half century that the united states
marshaled its legal resources against the practice on the other
hand the same considerations that led most of wilford woodruffs
woodruffe
mormon contemporaries to come to terms with his 1890 revelation
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mormons so content with the option of only
make most of today s cormons
one wife per family that even a supreme court reversal of the
reynolds decision would be unlikely to generate a revival of the
patriarchal order of marriage

notes
cormons and the law the polygamy cases utah law review 9 pts
orma linford the mormons
apts 1 2
summer winter 1964 pt 1 329 30 this two part series based on lmfords
ph D dissertation with the
hords phd
Lm fords
Lin
linfords
same title university of wisconsin 1964 is an informative overview of the federal laws and a detailed review
of the court cases stemming from them
my article the twin relic is
is still the most complete review of congressional measures appendix J
itemizes and gives document citations on bills and resolutions introduced between 1856 and 1890 useful
on
or utah background and political events mentioned in this essay are gustive 0 larson the americanization
of utah for statehood san marino calif huntington library 1971 robert J dwyer the gentile comes
to utah washington DC catholic university of america 1941 B H roberts A comprehensive history
moung
larter
kiung university
klung
latter day saints 6 vols 1957 reprint provo brigham young
of jesus christ of
of the church ofjesus
odthe
ofthe
oflatter
press 1965 and edward leo lyman political deliverance the mormon quert
quest
questfor
hor
for utah statehood urbana
university of illinois press 1986
3congressional globe 34th cong ist sess 895 the first oblique congressional attempt to discourage
polygamy was in an 1854 proposal not adopted to extend the federal land laws to utah it provided that
the benefits of this act shall not extend to any person who shall now or at any time
rime hereafter be the
husband of more than one wife ibid 33d cong ist sess 1092
41bid
bid

1491

51bid
ibid

4 39
journal of
discourses 439
ofdiscourses
congressional globe 35th cong ist sess 184 85 2114
i 7congressional
81bid
ibid 1985
91bid
ibid 36th cong ist sess 793 796
10 ibid
1410 1559
1860
house reports 36th cong ist sess no 83 1860
congressional globe 36th cong ist sess 1409 13 1491 1501 1512 23 1540 46 1557 59 and
appendix 187 202
131ibid
bid 1558 59
141bid
ibid 37th cong 2d
ad sm
sess 1581 1847 48
151i
bid 2506
bid
cormons and the law pt 1 315 this was the first
ibid 2507 according to amford
linford
lmford the mormons
mortmain law ever enacted by congress
congressional globe 37th cong 2d
ad sess 2507 2587 2766 2769 2906 the text of the act is in
chap 126 of statutes at large 12 1865 501 2
brigham young told a salt lake city congregation how are we transgressing that law in no other
by and by men will appear in the departments
way than by obeying a law which god has
his given unto us
of the government who will inquire into the validity of some laws and question their constitutionality
11 270
cormons were going to do about the law he
journal
70 asked five years later what the mormons
discourses 112
uournal of
ofdiscourses
replied nothing at all we mind our own business and 1I hope everybody else will ibid 14120
reports
house re
ports 39th cong ist sess no 96 1866
congressional globe 39th cong ist sess 3750
ibid 41st
ad sess 72
4lst
alst cong 2d
221bid
ibid 1367 69 for debate on the bill see ibid 1009 1339 1367 73 1517 20 1607 2142 53
2178 81 2189 2603 3136 3571 82 4305 and 41st
4lst cong 3d
alst
ad sess 92
231
251
231bid
ibid 41st
ad sess 2114
4lst
alst cong 2d
bid
341bid
241
ibid 2179 2181
A milder version of the wade and cullom proposals this bill sponsored by senator frederick T
25a
Freyling
freylmghuysen
freylinghuysen
huysen new
jersey republican passed the senate but died in the house ibid 42d cong 3d
ad sess
newjersey
1133

1375

1779 1815

ibid 43d cong

26
26ibid

1833 2128

ist

sess

3395 4466 75 5417 18

the poland act is found in chap

469 of statutes

at large 18 1875 253 56
27 george reynolds vs US
1879
98 US 145
1451879
2111
2111bid
ibid
bid
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larson the americanization of utah 61 222
compilation
james D richardson ed A Comp
dation of the messages and papers of the presidents 1789 1902
vols washington DC bureau of national literature 1911 64512
19 19larson

10

31poll
poll

the twin relic

appendix

J

cormons and the law pt 1 321
47 of statutes at large 22 1883 30 32 linford m
in the mormons
m 1882 common usage defined polygamists to include people who maintain its
n 59 points out that in
lawfulness the proposed language of the edmunds act was therefore modified to protect the voting rights
cormons who only believed but did not practice plural marriage it did not prevent believers from being
of mormons
barred from office holding however
32chap
chap

senator george H pendleton ohio congressional record 47th cong ist sess 1211
63 1195 1217 1732 1845 77 1910
m ibid 68 577 1152
1931
1951 2197
115263
the history of the edmunds bill is in
19101931
35 35larson
Wolfl nger A re
uruk 223 304 henry J wolfinger
larson the americanization of utah
urah
reexamination
examination of the
woodruff manifesto in
m the light of utah constitutional history utah historical quarterly 39 fall 1971
328 49 the fullest account is lyman political deliverance
36 Murphy vs ramsey 114 US 15
1885
see stewart L grow A study of the utah commission 1882 1896 M
37see
MSS thesis university of utah
33 33senator

especially 82 194
3 poll
the political reconstruction of utah territory 120 21 the more lenient cleveland policy
accounts in part for the relatively large number of convictions reported by the utah commission for the years
1888 334 and 1889 346
39 congressionalrecord
Congressional record 47th cong ad
2d sess 3056 59 3170 87
401bid
01 5234 50 5281 98
ibid 48th cong ist sess 4553 66 5182 91
house reports 49th cong ist sess no 2568 1886
42 42paraphrased
paraphrased from chap 396 of statutes at large 24 1887 635 41
43the
the history of the bill is found in congressional record 49th cong ist sess 122 345 405 8 457 62
503 520 549 67 611 5437 5516 8032 and 49th cong 2d
ad sess 581 96 609 695 1585 1785 87
1877 83 1896 1904 1943 1970 2667 see also house reports 49th cong 2d
ad sess no 2753 1887
the only republican vote against the act was by senator hoar who opposed the womens suffrage provision
an act to provide for holding elections idaho sec 16 of thirteenth session laws 1884 85 110
44an
1954

joseph H groberg the mormon disfranchisements
Disfranchise ments of 1882 to 1892 brigham young university
studies 16 spring 1976 399 408 eric N moody nevadas anti
ann
antl mormon legislation of 1887 and
southern idaho annexation nevada historical society quarterly 22 spring 1979 21 32
46 46groberg
Disfranchise ments 401 7 see also merle W wells anti mormonism in idaho
groberg the mormon disfranchisements
1872 1892 provo brigham young university press 1978
47 clawson
47clawson vs US 113 US 143 and 114 US 477 1885
scannon
cannon vs US 116 US 55 1885 and 118 US 355 1886
4cannon
snow
49snow vs US
118 US 346 1886
101n re snow 120 US 274 1887
ofjcsus christ of latter day saints vs US 136 US 1 1890 and ibid
late corporation of the church ofjesus
140 US 664
1891
6641891
52davis
davis vs beason 133 US 333 1890
cormons and the law pt 1 308 70 deals with the cases on polygamy and unlawful
Lm
bord
hord
amford
ford
lmford
the mormons
cohabitation pt 2 543 91 details the civil rights cases and those affecting the LDS church as an entity
54kirk
kirk H porter ed national party platforms new york macmillan 1924 149 50
55 55congressional
congressional record 51st cong ist sess 3327 4000 and house reports ylst cong ist sess
45

no

1811

1890

dyman
lyman political deliverance is
is the fullest and most recent account see also larson the american
rhe
the church 6179 229 277 346 which
ization
ofthe
of rge
iza tion of utah 243 304 and roberts A comprehensive history odthe
56

are more readily accessible
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